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Fig. 1 Map of the extent of the Russian Empire, 1855

The nineteenth century was a time of huge industrial and political
advance in western Europe. The development of new forms of energy,
the spread of railways and the expansion of trade, together with advances
in medicine and improvements in public health, helped raise living
standards for an increasing proportion of the population. Alongside such
change went social and political advances. Standards of literacy increased,
the old social hierarchies broke down and an increasing number of people
gained the right to vote for a law-making assembly.

Russia, although still considered a 'great' power because of its size and
structured society, trailed behind in every one of these developments.
Whereas serfdom, whereby the peasants at the bottom of the social
hierarchy were 'owned' by their landlords, had disappeared from western
and central Europe after the 1848 revolutions, it was not until 1861 that
serfs finally acquired their freedom in Russia, and even after this -- and
right up until 1917 — their civil rights and status in society were very
much determined by their position as 'former serfs'.

When Alexander Il came to the throne in 1855, Britain, Belgium,
France and the states comprising Germany were already well advanced
industrially, whereas the Russian economy remained predominantly rural
with a ratio of 11:1 village to town dwellers compared with in Britain.
It was only in the 1890s that Russia began to experience industrial change.
So whilst the British death rate had fallen to 18 per 1,000 of the population
by 1900, in Russia it was 35, and whilst 83 per cent of the adult population
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of Britain and France were literate, in Russia only 28 per cent could
rkey and 

Montenegro
read

Russia was the only country in Europe still mthout a parliament 
in 1900There are good reasons for Russia's backwardness. Nineteenth

Russia was a vast Empire of roughly 8 million square miles, twice 
century

thsize of Europe and a sixth of the globe's surface. It had been acquiredthrough military conquest and colonisation, and was still growing.However, much of this Russian territory was inhospitable (over twothirds lay to the north of the 50th parallel), comprising tundra, forestsand vast barren areas especially to the north and east. Consequentlyboth size and climate placed severe strains on economic developmentAlthough mid-nineteenth century Russia was Europe's main exporter ofagricultural produce and possessed vast reserves of timber, coal, oiland other precious metals, much of its potential remained untapped andcommunications between the different parts of the Empire were poor.
Furthermore, within this vast land mass lived tnany different ethnicgroups, each with its own culture, customs, language and, in some casesreligion. Less than half the total population about 69 million people in1855 was Russian, and three quarters of the 
European Russia — to the west of the Urals 

At the 
revg,il. 

population lived within
less than a quarter of the

of Alexander Il's
cent of Russians were
of these the vast

nÄeli. h' svere serfs. They were tied tothetr co:nmunes or tnirs where they
farmed their allotted strips of land,
worleng and living in conditions
which, western standards, would
be regarded as primitive. It was
normal for corn to be cut by hand
with sickles and for the peasants to
share huts with their animals. In
such circumstances, it is perhaps
unsurprising that most peasants were
illiterate but deeply religious, inclined
to superstition and deeply hostile to
change.

Russia did have some cities and
towns, where craftsmen and other
urban workers lived, but these were

Fig. 2 In the 79th century serfdom was the establishedwayoflife in rural Russia generally small administrative or

Key terms
Intelligentsia: the intelligentsia were

the more educated members of

Russian society. Many opposed the

state for various cultural, moral,

religious, philosophical and political

reasons.

Autocratic autocracy means having
no limits on a ruler's power. The

ruler was an autocrat, or autocratic
monarch.

market centres, although the largest,
the capital St Petersburg, boasted 500,000 inhabitants (a little larger
than Liverpool in Britain but lagging well behind London's 3,500,000).
A 'middle class' was almost non-existent. There was an educated
'intelligentsia' — often the sons of nobles, and a group which fulfilled the

roles of minor government officials, lawyers, doctors and teachers - but

for the most part Russian society remained deeply divided between the 10

per cent of landowners who owned 75 per cent of the land, and the rest.

The need to control this vast and diverse Empire, acquired by conquest,

had led to the evolution of a powerful autocratic structure of government•

At the head was the tsar, who took the title 'Emperor and Autocrat of all

Russia'. According to the Collected Laws of the Russian Empire' compiled

by Nicholas I in 1832:



'The Emperor of all the Russias is an autocratic and unlimited monarch;

God himself ordains that all must bow to his supreme power, not only

out of fear but also out of conscience.'

The tsar was the titular Head of the Ruqsian Orthodox Church and was

regarded by Orthodox believers as the embodiment of God on earth.

The land of Russia was his private property and the Russian people his

children. Russians were taught to show devotion to their tsar and accept

their conditions on earth as the Will of God. The Patriarch of Moscow,

who mn close harinony with the tsar, provided spiritual guidance,

while the CherTrocurator of the Holy Synod, a post created in 1721, was

a te e by the tsar to run Church affairs. The

structures of and were thus cntwmed, as archbishops and

bishops at the the hieratcijy were subject to tsarist control

over apporvv:v: , education, oi the Church's finances

and issue w

The tsar's
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bodtc

spec

The

o uka€X', were the Yaw of the land. The tsar did,

ß. i s and numsters, but -c all chosen by the tsar

do anvthing approval. His main advisory

Council or e; it uy, b/ of 35—60 nobles

tsar to advise and provide their 'expert'

tt:e of Min iste;s, ids of 8-14 tninisters in charge of

anti the Senate, hich was supposed to

, of govc•rnnwnt but practice was largely redundant.

also depended the provincial nobility for support.

been oh! uted to scjve the state Since 1 785, although many

continued to do so, Ior example as Provmcial Governors, but their sense
of obligation remayned strong and all landowners were relied upon to
keep order on their estates. Furthermore, when circumstances demanded,
tsars might choose to appomt a special committee to carry out an
investigation or prepare a report. Such committeees were usually headed
by trusted nobles but, even so, there was no need for the tsar to take any
notice of their findings.

The civil servants who made up the bureaucracy were paid noble officials,
selected from a 'Table of ranks' which laid down the requirements
for office. There were 14 levels, from rank l, held by members of the
Ministerial Council, to rank 14, which qualified the educated for minor
state office, for example, collecting taxes or running a provincial post
office. Each rank had its own uniform, form of address and status, which
included hereditary nobility at the higher levels. This bureaucracy was
riddled by internal corruption and incompetence but through it orders
were passed downwards from the centre to the governors of the 50
provinces and in turn to the district governors and the commandants of
towns. It was a one-way operation, with no provision for suggestions to
travel upwards from the lower ranks.

As well as his civilian officials, the tsar also had at his disposal the world's
largest army of about 1.5 million conscripted serfs, each forced into service
for 25 years and made to live in a 'military colony'. This huge army and
much smaller navy absorbed about 45 per cent of the the government's
annual expenditure. The higher ranks of the military were prestigious
posts, reserved for the nobles who bought and sold their commissions, but
for the lower ranks discipline was harsh and army life tough. This army
could be called upon to fight in wars or to put down internal risings and
disturbances. The tsar also had the service of elite regiments of mounted
cossacks, with special social privileges, which acted both as a personal
bodyguard to the tsar and as police reinforcements.
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Key terms
The Orthodox Church: following a

split in the Christian Church in the
11th century, the Eastern Orthodox
Church had developed its own
beliefs and rituals. In 1453, when
Constantinople fell to the Turks,
Moscow became its spiritual capital.
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Key terms
Indirect taxation: taxes on goods that

were bought.

Cross-reference
Tsarist policies in terms of the

various nationalities, including the
Jews, within the Empire are discussed
in more detail on pages 70—71.

To maintain the autocracy, the country had developed into a policeThe police state prevented any freedom of speech, of the press 
and of

travel abroad. Censorship existed at every level of

and
government 

carried out by the state and the Church as well as by the policestate security network was run by the 'Third Section' of the Enq The
Was

Imperial Council. Its agents kept a strict surveillance over theenforcing a rigid control and ensuring that any subversive
exposed. Political meetings and strikes were forbidden and the ThirdSection had unlimited powers to carry out raids, arrest and ensurethe imprisonment or exile of any of anti-tsarist 

behaviour

This governmental structure was fino Eto•.; noni from taxes and dueslargely borne by the peasantty. For (he nobility and clergy were; ajxoduced in 1719 in orderto defray the costs of maintaining large army and was leviedthe same rate, on every male peasant in (i Empire, rich or poor. Otherindirect taxation, which included taxes such 'essentials' as vodkasalt, also hit hard at the peasantry In total, the peasants, urban workersand tradesmen provided about 90 per ccnl• of the imperial revenue.
This autocratic system of government was not without critics. The
intellectual 'westerners', influenced by an eighteenth century cultural
movement, the Enlightenment, which had encouraged a questioning ofestablished customs and practices, favoured changes in government and
society along western lines. However, their calls were rejected, not only bythe tsarist establishment, but by Slavophile philophers who believed that
Russia should follow its own unique and superior path, based on a peasant
society and the teachings of the Russian Orthodox Church. As early as the
reign of Alexander I ( 1801—25), a representative assembly to advise the
and possibly one with law-making powers, had been considered. However,

while Alexander had pondered the idea, but not put it into practice,
his brother Nicholas I (1825—55) had totally rejected such a thought. A
military uprising against his rule in December 1825 by rebels, later knowll

as 'the Decembrists', encouraged him to follow a path of repression and
he deliberately sought to distance Russia from the west where the liberal
ideas he most feared were spreading. He believed in 'Orthodoxy, Autocracy

and Nationalism'. Severe restrictions were imposed on Russia's other
nationalities and Jews were required to reside in 'The Pale'. Whilst
intellectuals argued for an end to serfdom and a civil society based on the

rule of law, Nicholas tightened censorship and set up the Third Section.

reign culminated in military defeat in the Crimea, and it took this to act as

a wake-up call to a country which had for long ignored the need for change

A closer 100k

The Decembrists

A revolt or uprising took place on 14 December 1825 -- hence

the rebels' name. Russian army officers led about 3,000 soldiers
after

in a protest against Nicholas I's assumption of the throne

his elder brother Constantine removed himself from the line

of succession. The Decembrists were interrogated, tried, and

convicted. The leaders: Kakhovsky; pavel Pestel; the poet Kondraw

Ryleyev; Sergey Muravyov-Apostol; and Mikhail Bestuzhev-

Ryumin were hanged. Other Decembrists were exiled to Siberia'

Kazakhstan, and the Far East.
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Thus, when Alexander Il took thc Russia svas iactng,

a diluntl>a — hosv to the ether powers in cconotnic

developtnent without weakening tl)C autoetatic structure which held the

Empire together Russian history 1866—1917 was to be a struxgle

between progress and control. 'The gains of industrialisation were offset

by an escalation of workers' discontent created by over-rapid urbanisation,

and the transition to a nwdern society was to to bring into prominence

revolutionary movements which went even further than the liberal

intelligentsia in their criticisms of autocracy. Successive governments were

forced to choose between modernisation and maintaining political control

over society in order to protect themselves. This conundrum still faced

Lenin in 1917, as much as it had faced Alexander Il in 1855.

Fig. 4 Alexander // came to the throne amidst great pomp and ceremony in 1855


